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ABSTRACT

The excavation of a test tunnel at a depth of 420 m in the Mine-
by Experiment at the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited’s
Underground Research Laboratory, Manitoba, Canada, has allowed
shear-wave propagation to be examined in accurately controlled
conditions in in-situ granite. This is a preliminary report of shear-
wave splitting in 4.2 kHz signals from controlled shear-wave
sources at distances between 7.5 m and 63 m over a wide range of
azimuths and angles of incidence. Preliminary analysis indicates that
about 78% of the data show the three-dimensional pattern of
behaviour expected from propagation through uniform distributions
of EDA  cracks [(E)xtensive-(D)ilatancy-(A)nisotropy  crack: stress-
aligned, fluid-filled microcracks] aligned relative to the measured
stress field. Some 17% of the data with raypaths near the tunnel
have anomalous behaviour which is attributed to the effects of exca-
vation damage around the tunnel opening. This damage appears to
be more extensive around the advancing face of the tunnel than
around the length of the tunnel. The remaining 5% of data have
anomalous behaviour which has not yet been interpreted. EDA
cracks are the most compliant elements of the rock mass, and the
sensitivity of shear waves to this internal crack geometry demon-
strated by this experiment shows that controlled-source shear-wave
experiments may be used for monitoring cracking, including
induced cracking, and excavation damage in radioactive waste
repositories, mines, geothermal reservoirs and other subsurface oper-
ations.

INTRODUCTION

Shear-wave splitting, diagnostic of some form of seismic
anisotropy, has been observed on almost all occasions that
.three-component  records are available of impulsive, good
signal-to-noise ratio, shear waves propagating in the Earth’s
upper crust (Crampin and Lovell, 1991). The azimuthal vari-
ation has been claimed to be caused by extensive-dilatancy
anisotropy (EDA):  distributions of stress-aligned fluid-filled
cracks, microcracks and preferentially oriented pore space
(Crampin and Lovell, 1991; Crampin, 1993a). Direct exami-

nation of EDA  cracks is difficult, as such fluid-filled inclu-
sions are the most compliant elements of the rock mass and
in-situ configurations are disturbed when the rock is dis-
turbed by drilling or excavation.

In the past, observations of in-situ shear-wave splitting
have usually been limited to nearly vertical raypaths in sur-
face recordings above local earthquakes and seismic reflec-
tion surveys and in subsurface recordings of vertical seismic
profiles (VSPs).  Recently, shear-wave splitting has also been
studied using data from crosshole surveys (Liu et al., 1991,
1992) which offer records of more nearly horizontal raypaths
but with severely limited ranges of azimuths. Thus, all previ-
ous recorded data sets showing shear-wave splitting have
suffered from limitations in the directions sampled and, in
the case of earthquake data, very complicated geology. As a
result, the scope for geological interpretation has been lim-
ited and the behaviour of EDA  cracks under external condi-
tions is largely speculative.

This paper presents a preliminary analysis of the first
recording sequence of a controlled-source shear-wave exper-
iment as part of the Mine-by Experiment in the Lac du
Bonnet granite batholith. The experimental work was per-
formed by the Queen’s University Engineering Seismology
Laboratory, Kingston, Ontario, at the Underground Research
Laboratory (URL), Pinawa, Manitoba, of the Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd. The Mine-by tunnel was excavated in a rock
mass specifically chosen for its homogeneity, uniformity and
absence of fractures. As the excavation of the tunnel
proceeded, the rock mass was monitored with arrays of
geophysical and geotechnical instruments, including a 16-
triaxial sensor array of accelerometers. The locations of
source and accelerometers were chosen to provide a compre-
hensive range of raypath azimuths and dips. The terminology
for anisotropy is that suggested by Crampin  (1989).
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SHEAR-WAVE SPLITTING IN GRANITE

THE MINE-BY EXPERIMENT

The Mine-by Experiment at URL is situated within the
roof zone of the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, a granite rock
mass of 1800 km2 area that crystallized 2670M to 2 1OOM
years ago in the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield. It
is one of several similar batholiths in the province.

The Mine-by Experiment is the test excavation of a 46 m-
long, 3.5 m-diameter tunnel at the 420 level (420 m below
the surface) in a uniform granite rock mass (Figure la).
Excavation sequences in which the face was advanced by
0.5 m to 1 m steps took place between October 1991 and
July 1992 within a rock mass monitored by arrays of
accelerometers, extensometers, strain cells and thermistors
and convergence arrays measuring the changing shape of the
tunnel. The granite has average isotropic P- and shear-wave
velocities of 5763 m/s and 3376 m/s, respectively, giving a
Vp/Vs  ratio of 1.707 (Talebi and Young, 1989).

The objectives of the Mine-by Experiment include
improving our understanding of the behaviour of the in-situ
rock mass, evaluating the excavation damage around under-
ground openings, developing and evaluating underground
characterization methods and developing monitoring instru-
mentation (Read and Martin, 1991). The aim of this shear-
wave experiment is to assess the use and application of shear
waves for the advancment  of these objectives.

Accelerometer array
The accelerometer array employed for the Mine-by

Experiment was originally designed to record acoustic events
induced by microcracking during the excavation sequences.
Only later was it realised that a more comprehensive con-
trolled-source shear-wave experiment was also possible. This
preliminary report analyses signals from the initial recording
sequence of the controlled source experiment and the
acoustic events are not examined. Sixteen Wilcoxin triaxial
piezoelectric accelerometers, frequency response from 50 Hz
to 10 kHz, were grouted at the ends of 7 m- to 28 m-long
7.57 cm-diameter boreholes from an outer network of tun-
nels surrounding the Mine-by tunnel (Figure la). The
accelerometers enclosed a 40 m x 40 m x 40 m volume sur-
rounding the Mine-by tunnel excavation in locations chosen

.- to provide full focal sphere coverage for acoustic events in
the immediate vicinity of the tunnel (Talebi and Young,
1990). This allowed seismic events with moment magnitudes
as small as M = - 4 to be studied with a sampling rate of 50
kHz (Feignier and Young, 1992).

STRESS, FRACTURES AND MICROCRACKS IN THE IN-SITU

ROCK MASS

Stress
The stress field at the 420 level from overcoring and

hydraulic fracturing measurements (Martin, 1989) is given in
Table 1. Two principal axes of stress, o;t and o2 (ot > 02),  are
nearly horizontal and almost equal at about 50 MPa,  with
the principle stress, ol, oriented to the southeast. Such high
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levels of stress are typically found between 500 m and 1000
m depth in the Canadian Shield (Herget, 1987). The third
(minimum) principal stress, 03,  is 11” + 5” from the vertical
and it is less than a third of the other two stresses in magni-
tude. It is expected that fluid-filled microcracks will be ori-
ented, like hydraulic fractures, perpendicular to the direction
of minimum stress.

In order to maximize potential excavation damage, the
Mine-by tunnel was excavated in a southwest direction, par-
allel to (TV  and perpendicular to the cr, and (r3 stresses. As
expected, breakout notches occurred along the entire length
of the Mine-by tunnel as the excavation progressed (except
for the last metre before the tunnel face immediately follow-
ing each excavation sequence). Breakout notches are a com-
mon linear feature of boreholes and underground tunnels.
They generally form parallel to the direction of weakest
stress and perpendicular to the length of the cavity (Bell and
Gough, 1979). The breakout notches in the Mine-by tunnel
generally occurred between 10” and 20” to the vertical,
towards the southeast. This broadly agrees with the measured
direction of minimum stress, 03,  of 11” f 5” from the vertical
in a direction Nl 1O”E + 25” (Table 1).

Table 1. In-situ stress state for the Mine-by tunnel (after Read and
Martin, 1991).

Principal Trend’
Magnitude*

Plunge’ (Angie
stress (Azimuth) from horizontal)
component Wpa) WE) 0

Ol 55+5 135flO 10+5
O2 48+5 044+10 05+5
G3 14fl 290+25 79+5

Stress ratios w2 01'03 (3d03

1.15fO.l 3.93 Lk 0.3 3.43 AI 0.5

l 90% confidence interval

In-situ  fractures
At the time this paper was written, mapping and core logs

had revealed only one natural fracture in the Mine-by tunnel.
The fracture was oriented 130/84  (azimuth N 1 30°E,  dip 84”)
extending 2.3 m horizontally and 2.1 m vertically. It is
believed to be a cooling fracture (Read et al., 1992a). A few
minor closed fractures associated with a granodiorite dyke
swarm to the west of the 420 level were identified in drill
cores from exploratory boreholes. However, since these frac-
tures were not detected in any of the tunnels’ walls, their vol-
umetric extent is expected to be small (Read and Martin,
199 1). From a high-resolution subsurface seismic reflection
survey conducted at URL, D. Gendzwill of the University of
Saskatchewan found that there is the possibility of a splay
from a fracture zone in the vicinity of the Mine-by tunnel (D.
Gendzwill, pers. comm.).  However, no evidence of &ch
fractures have intersected any of the tunnels around the 420
level. With these exceptions, the in-situ granite around the
420 level appears to be massive and unfractured.
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Natural  microcracks
The in-situ Lac du Bonnet granite of the 420 level at URL

exists in a far-field stress field that has a maximum horizon-
tal compressive stress of 55 MPa  (Read and Martin, 1991).
Extensive changes to the crack structure of the granite result
when the magnitude of the stress field encompassing the
granite is significantly released. Such stress relief occurs by
excavation or drilling when there is a zero-stress free surface,
or by complete removal of in-situ stress in laboratory sam-
ples. Changes to structure include opening new microcracks
(stress-relief microcracks) to form an additional crack fabric.
In granite from the 420 level, the stress relief is large enough
to break quartz grains (D. Martin, pers. comm.),  and the
effects of stress relief alter the pattern of grain boundary
cracks and transgranular cracks (cracks that cross grain
boundaries) so that the in-situ pattern of grain boundary
cracks is not easily determined. Detailed reports on natural
microcracks are being prepared but are not yet available.

Chernis and Robertson (1987) in a laboratory study of
microcracks in the Lac du Bonnet granite, found they could
discriminate between natural and stress-relief microcracks.
The natural microcracks not affected by stress relief were
less than 4 pm in aperture with rough and irregular walls and
often contain debris. Chernis and Robertson conclude that
high pressure alone would not be sufficient to close the natu-
ral microcracks. Chernis and Robertson did not report
dimensions of the faces of the cracks, but the largest dimen-
sions of in-situ microcracks are expected to be no more than
a centimetre in diameter and possibly much smaller.

They also reported that most grain boundary cracks form
around quartz grains, and may have infillings of calcite, iron
oxide or clay. Ninety percent of natural cracks occur along
grain boundaries. The remaining cracks that could be distin-
guished from stress-relief cracks occur as intragranular
cracks, chiefly in feldspars. Plagioclase typically contains
large numbers of pores less than 5 pm in diameter (Sprunt
and Brace, 1974),  which may or may not be intersected by
fine intragranular cracks. Intragranular cracks within micro-
cline may be over 1 ym in diameter.

EXPERIMENT

In media with effective seismic anisotropy there are three
body waves in every direction of propagation: a quasi-P-
wave, yP, with approximately radial motion, and two quasi-
shear waves, the faster qS1  followed, after a time delay, by
qS2.  The polarizations of the three waves propagating in the
same direction from a point source are approximately
orthogonal [note that exact orthogonality is not expected in
wave propagation from point sources in anisotropic solids
(Crampin, 198 1, 1989)].  The polarizations and time delays
between the split shear waves can be estimated from polar-
ization diagrams (hodograms) of the three-component parti-
cle motion. The orientation and many details of the crack
parameters can be estimated from the three-dimensional
patterns of polarizations and time delays if the observations
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cover a sufficient range of raypath azimuths and angles of
incidence. The shear-wave experiment was designed to esti-
mate these patterns of polarizations and time delays around
the Mine-by tunnel by recording controlled shear-wave
sources at the array of accelerometers.

Four exactly repeatable shear-wave signals were excited at
each of 13 locations on the walls of the outer tunnels after
most excavation sequences and recorded by the 16
accelerometers (Figure la). These shear-wave experiments
began when the tunnel had been excavated to 27 m of the
final 46 m-length, and ten recording sequences took place
before the tunnel was completed (not every excavation
sequence was monitored). Six additional sequences were
recorded at intervals after completion in order to examine the
possible longer-term effects of excavation damage on the
rock mass.

The shear-wave experiment uses shear waves produced
with a controlled and reproducible source at accurately
known locations. Since there are believed to be no signifi-
cant internal interfaces within the rock mass (with the excep-
tion of the excavation damage), the shear waves are unlikely
to be disturbed by interference with internal discontinuities
(Liu and Crampin,  1990) and approximately straight ray-
paths can be assumed. However, all recorded raypaths will
have passed through the damage surrounding the tunnels in
which the sources were located and the possible excavation
(drilling) damage surrounding the boreholes housing the
accelerometers. Disturbances to shear-wave propagation near
the source are likely to have less severe effects on the wave-
forms of the shear waves than disturbances along the raypath
or near the recorders (Yardley and Crampin, 1991). Since the
diameters of the boreholes (3.2 cm) are much less than the
wavelengths of the P- and shear waves, about 140 cm and 80
cm, respectively, the effect of the damage around the bore-
holes is expected to be negligible. However, the effects of
such damage around the boreholes and the source tunnels
will be assessed in future studies. With the possible excep-
tion of the minor effects of disturbances near source and
accelerometers, the disturbance to the shear-wave propaga-
tion is expected to be due to the excavation damage around
the Mine-by tunnel.

The shear-wave source
Four 40 cm-long 3.2 cm-diameter boreholes were drilled

at 45” to the surface at the comers of a 29.5 cm x 29.5 cm
template (Figure lb) on the walls of the tunnels at each loca-
tion. A rod was inserted in turn into each borehole  and the
free end pulsed with a Schmidt Hammer (Model N, total
impact energy 2.207 Nm). Both steel and nylon rods were
tested in the first recording sequence of the shear-wave
experiment. The steel rod gave larger amplitude but emer-
gent signals for both P- and shear waves and the recorded
signals displayed ringing after the P-wave that often inter-
fered with the shear-wave arrivals. The nylon rod produced
signals with about half the amplitude of those produced by
the steel rod, but the signals were impulsive, had similar
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signal-to-noise ratios and had much less ringing.
Consequently, nylon rods were used for all further recording
sequences. The dominant frequency of both the P- and shear
waves recorded from this source, measured over 7.5 m to 63
m raypaths, was about 4.2 kHz with corresponding wave-
lengths of 1.38 m fi 0.05 m for P-waves and 0.8 1 m + 0.03 m
for shear waves.

( )a OUTER  TUNNEL  409
-WV - WV

OUTER TUNNEL  413

(b)

+
3.2cm

T

A

UP

/e- 29.5cm ,-d
Fig. 1. (a) The Mine-by tunnel (Room 415) at the 420-m level at the
AECL Underground Research Laboratory (after Read and Martin,
1991). Triaxial accelerometers are located at the ends of the bore-
holes from the outer tunnels as indicated. (b) Schematic illustration of
the four boreholes from the templates at each of 13 source locations
in the walls of the outer tunnels.

ANALYSIS OF SHEAR WAVES

The source and receiver positions are known to better than
IO-cm accuracy, and each three-component signal was
rotated into the dynamic axes assuming a straight raypath:
the radial component (R) showing P-wave polarization and
the transverse-sagittal (TS) and transverse-horizontal (TH)
components showing the nearly transverse polarizations of
shear waves. The approximation of straight raypaths appears
valid since the P-wave and shear-wave waveforms are
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largely separated by these rotations, as is shown in Figures 2
and 3. The seismograms and polarization diagrams (PDs)
display shear-wave splitting typical of propagation through
anisotropic or cracked solids (Crampin, 198 1, 1993b).  Figure
2 shows typical examples of waveforms and PDs.
Polarization angles and time delays between the split shear
waves were measured from PDs in the TS-TH plane normal
to the radial direction. Polarizations were measured from the
takeoff direction of the initial shear-wave signal and dis-
played in Plate Caree  cylindrical equal-area projections.

Since the four source positions at each source location site
are within 40 cm of each other, the four raypaths  to a given
accelerometer will be very close to each other and the effects
of anisotropy along undisturbed raypaths  are expected to be
similar. This appears to be justified, as can be seen in Figure
2 which shows a typical set of four shear-wave source orien-
tations recorded by an accelerometer. The signals show the
same polarization directions for both split shear waves
(although with some polarity reversals because of the differ-
ent source orientations) and the same delays between the
split shear waves. We attribute this compatibility between
the parameters of the split shear waves as indicating raypaths
through undisturbed rock. The variation of source radiation
pattern means that, whatever the direction of propagation,
the four sources generate both pairs of split shear waves
along at least two of the raypaths. This similarity in parame-
ters along nearly identical raypaths  allows the shear-wave
arrivals to be identified with great confidence and the degree
of similarity provides a sensitive measure of excavation dis-
turbance along the raypath.

With four different source orientations, the polarization of
the radiated shear wave is frequently parallel to one of the
anisotropic shear-wave polarizations for a particular raypath
so that the other split shear waves are not excited, and polar-
izations may be missing, even when the polarizations and
time delays are otherwise compatible. Figure 3 shows such
an example. The four records show: (a) a dominant 9Sl-
wave with a very low-amplitude qS2-wave  component; (b)
and (c) both split shear-waves polarizations; and (d) a small
amplitude @l-wave,  so that the motion is principally in the
qS2-wave  direction. Note that although some polarizations
are absent, those present show compatible behaviour, which
we attribute to an undisturbed raypath.

Records with such missing polarizations would have been
difficult to identify correctly without comparison with such
multiple-source orientations along similar raypaths.
Recognition of these missing events is important.
Misidentifications would have led to anomalous delay times.
In the case of qS1 not being excited, as in Figure 3d, an
anomalous polarization possibly almost perpendicular to the
correct 9Sl polarization would have been identified.
Anomalies could be caused by excavation damage near the
source or the receiver, or by propagation near the directions
of shear-wave point singularities where anomalous
behaviour is expected for, possibly small, changes in raypath
direction (Crampin, 1991; Wild and Crampin,  199 I),
although there are no point singularities to be expected in
wholly hexagonal anisotropic symmetry (Crampin, 1989).
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Fig. 2. Four three-component seismograms from one source location with traces rotated into the dynamic axes: from the top, transverse-sagittal
(TS) direction; transverse-horizontal (TH) direction; and radial (R) direction, such that the top two channels display predominantly transverse shear-
wave energy while the bottom channel displays predominantly P-wave energy. Time marks above the seismograms are every 2.5 ps. Polarization
diagrams (PDs) of the TS-TH plane are displayed below the seismograms for the 0.25 ys time intervals marked above the shear-wave seismograms.
The numbers above the PDs are the numbered time intervals and the relative multjplication factors and ticks on the PDs are every 0.02 ps. TS is rep-
resented by the vertical component of motion on the PDs and TH by the horizontal motion. Large and small arrowheads denote estimated onsets of
qSl- and &%waves, respectively. (a), (b), (c) and (d) Waveforms recorded at a triaxial accelerometer for four orientations of shear-wave excitation
at one source location, showing similar polarization directions and time delays on all four waveforms. The path length was 25 m and the closest
approach of the raypaths to the centre of the tunnel was 16 m. Waveforms (a) to (d) correspond to source orientations 1 to 4, respectively, as pre-
sented in Figure 1 b.
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Fig. 3. Waveforms recorded at a triaxial accelerometer for four orientations of shear-wave excitation at one location where polanzation directions
and time delays were not similar. Notation as in Figure 3. (a) Minimal 9S2-wave excitation; (b) and (c) both 9Sl- and 9S2-waves excited; and (d)
minimal 9Sl -wave excitation. The path length was 32 m and the closest approach of the raypaths to the centre of the tunnel was 7 m. Waveforms (a)
to (d) correspond to source orientations 1 to 4, respectively, as presented in Figure 1 b.
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Displaying  data for qualitative  judgment
It is appropriate to use Plate Caree (equal-area cylindrical)

projections to display polarization angles and time delays for
raypaths with a wide range of azimuths and dips (Liu et al.,
1989; Baptie et al., 1993). Figure 4a shows Plate Caree maps
of the theoretical effects of shear-wave propagation through
distributions of thin parallel horizontal microcracks, with
crack density E = 0.01 and an aspect ratio y = d/a = 0.001.
Crack density is defined as E = Na3/v, where N is the number
of cracks of radius a and half thickness d in volume 1’.
Polarizations displayed in the (dynamic) TS-TH plane are
projected onto the V-T and R-T planes and displayed on sep-
arate projections in Figure 4a. Time delays between the split
shear waves are normalized to ps/m (equivalent to ms/km)
using straight-line distance.

Inversion  symmetry
For an elastic wave travelling through a uniform

anisotropic medium, a ray travelling in the opposite direction
along a seismic ray is expected to display inversion symme-
try, so that shear-wave polarizations and time delays between
the split shear waves are preserved. On a Plate Caree projec-
tion, this inverted ray plots at an azimuth 180” from the orig-
inal direction, with the direction of polarization in the R-T
plane the same as the original ray and with the polarization
in the V-T plane the mirror image about the vertical direction
of the polarization of the original ray.

Inversion symmetry effectively doubles the data in an
experiment with raypaths through a uniform rock mass.
There are several phenomena, however, which may invali-
date this symmetry. Inversion symmetry must not be invoked
if there are inhomogeneities associated with excavation dam-
age near the Mine-by tunnel, near the source or near the
receiver. Application of such inversion symmetry must be
used with caution as it may imprint an apparent symmetry on
the data that would be incorrect and misleading if the
assumption of inversion symmetry does not hold.
Nevertheless, inversion symmetry can be a useful aid to rec-
ognizing anisotropic symmetry patterns in sparse data sets.

. _ QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF SHEAR-WAVE DATA

Anisotropic symmetry  of the undisturbed  rock mass
The initial rationale of the interpretation is that shear-wave

splitting is an innate property of the intact rock mass. We
seek two key results in this preliminary analysis: recognition
of the underlying symmetry structure assumed to exist
around the edge of the monitored volume away from the
Mine-by tunnel and estimation of the extent and effects of
the disturbance caused by excavation damage. Breakouts in
the tunnel, and the distribution of acoustic events concen-
trated in the vicinity of the breakouts (Read et al., 1992a,
1992b),  suggest that excavation damage is not radially sym-
metric about the tunnel.

Signals from straight raypaths directly obstructed by the
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Mine-by tunnel are not analyzed here. One triaxial
accelerometer (accelerometer No. 3) was defective and did
not provide any data. Quality values of 1 to 3 were assigned
depending on the noise levels and impulsiveness of the
shear-wave arrivals and the compatibility of the four source
orientations at each source location. Quality 1 readings were
highest and quality 3 readings were omitted in the analysis
presented here. Unfortunately, because the first recording
sequence was also used to calibrate the microseismic system,
40% of the signals created using the nylon rod were not
recorded. For cases where the signal created by the nylon rod
was not recorded, the signal created using the steel rod at the
same location and orientation was substituted. This resulted
in more quality 3 readings than would have resulted if all the
signals analyzed had been created using the nylon rod. For
all further recording sequences almost all signals were pro-
duced by the nylon rod.

Figure 5a shows observed polarizations and time delays
along the 107 source-to-receiver raypaths with quality 1 and
2 observations. One reading is plotted from the four avail-
able from each source-to-accelerometer raypath when the
readings agree and the reading with the highest quality is
plotted when the four readings did not agree. Inversion sym-
metry has not been invoked.

Examination of Figure 5a suggests that the symmetry in
the data is a reasonable fit to the model for a distribution of
parallel cracks (crack density E = 0.02, aspect ratio y = 0.05)
oriented 045/20.  The model is shown in Figure 4b and super-
imposed on the observed polarizations in Figure 5b. The
crack density of 1 = 0.02 produces time delays that broadly
match the average value of the observed time delays. The
aspect ratio y = 0.05, which changes the position of the
abrupt change in polarizations in the equal-area plots, pro-
duces patterns of polarizations which also broadly match the
observations. These crack parameters give a porosity of
about 0.42% (Crampin, 1993b),  nearly agreeing with poros-
ity values of between 0.2% to 0.4% found by Wadden (1979)
and Drury (198 1) for the Lac du Bonnet granite.

The orientation of 045/15  for parallel cracks is approxi-
mately the anisotropy predicted by the EDA hypothesis for
microcracks oriented perpendicular to the minimum stress
direction. This orientation is based on the stress directions as
given in Table 1 with the modification that the breakout
notches indicate that o3 has a plunge (angle from horizontal)
of about 15” rather than 11”. The model of crack planes ori-
ented 045/20  was a slightly better fit to the data than 045/15
and the angle from the vertical of the breakout notches was
greater than 20” in some places along the tunnel so the orien-
tation of 045/20  may be perpendicular to the far-field stress.
Note, however, that fitting of data to models in this prelimi-
nary analysis was by visual inspection only and an attempt at
inverting the data including a goodness-of-fit evaluation is in
progress. Note that near-source reflections from the walls of
the outer tunnels are not considered here. The more robust
analysis taking place will consider the effects of such
reflections.
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Fig. 4. The behaviour of shear-wave splitting displayed on Plate Caree (cylindrical equal-area) projections (after Baptie et al., 1993) for: (a) a distri-
bution of horizontal cracks in the granite rock mass with crack density E = 0.01 and aspect ratio y = 0.001; and (b) a distribution of parallel cracks in
the granite rock mass with crack density E = 0.02 and aspect ratio y = 0.05, striking N45”E and dipping 20” to the SE (specified as 045/20). The top
left diagram of each figure displays polarizations of the leading split shear wave projected on to the horizontal radial-transverse (R-T) plane. The bot-
tom left diagram displays the same polarizations projected on to the vertical-transverse (V-T) plane. The top right diagram displays contoured time
delays between 9Sl- and qS2wave arrivals normalized to 5 p.s/m, and the bottom right diagrams display north-south sections of the contours at the
indicated azimuths. Arrows mark the directions of line singularities and solid dots mark the directions of kiss singularities.
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Fig. 5. (a) Shear-wave splitting from the first recording sequence of the shear-wave experiment displayed in Plate Caree projections for raypaths not
directly obstructed by the Mine-by tunnel with the same notation as in Figure 4. Only the most consistent of the four waveforms from each station to a
given accelerometer is displayed. (b) Polarization data from (a), above, overlain on the polarizations of the theoretical model in Figure 4b.

The contoured plot of time delays should be interpreted
with caution. There are two difficulties. Time delays require
identifying arrival times of both split shear waves. Both
arrivals are on traces disturbed by coda. qS1  arrives in the
coda of the P-wave, which in this data set is usually small
and not likely to cause a problem, but qS2  arrives 0 to 400 l.rs
(average 80 ps) after qS1  and is likely to be seriously dis-
turbed. The other difficulty is that contouring irregular and

sparse data sets which contain gaps is not an appropriate dis-
play but does allow some information about time delays to
be compared with theoretical models. Improved displays for
a qualitative visual comparison are being sought.

We now attempt a preliminary analysis of stress and dam-
age anomalies along raypaths  by identifying polarizations
conflicting with the model in Figure 4b. We define a con-
flicting polarization as one which is more than 30” from
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model polarizations in Figure 4b,  within 20” of azimuth and
dip of raypath directions, and would not fit a slight variation
or small reorientation of the model. We recognize this is not
an optimal technique but justify this preliminary procedure
by the examination of the raypaths with conflicting polariza-
tions.

The shear-wave parameters of 83 of the 107 observed
polarizations in Figure 5 are compatible and suggest raypaths
undisturbed by excavation damage. Only 24 (22%) of the
107 observed polarizations in Figure 5a conflict with the
model in Figure 4b. Of these 24, at least 18 have raypaths
that are probably disturbed by excavation damage. One con-
flicting polarization is from the shortest raypath in the exper-
iment (7.5 m) and its polarization is possibly modified by the
damage around the tunnel where the source was located.
Seventeen raypaths approached the Mine-by tunnel in vari-
ous ways. Two of these correspond to raypaths nearly paral-
lel and within 12 m of the tunnel for most of their length and
are likely to have traversed effects of the tunnel to a greater
degree than other raypaths. Fifteen were raypaths that trav-
elled subperpendicular to the axis of the tunnel and passed
within 15 m of the excavation face of5 the tunnel. Stress
anomalies and stress concentrations are likely to be larger in
the vicinity of the excavation face than the approximately
cylindrical walls of the tunnel behind the face. The 15 con-
flicting polarizations are likely to have been affected by the
anomalous distribution of polarization directions near the
face. There is also some indiciation  that the effects, of the
face are more apparent in some directions than others, which
again might be expected for excavation in a deviatoric stress
field. This directional dependence is currently being studied.
Only six of the conflicting polarizations are not associated
with presumed excavation damage. The contribution of pos-
sible stress concentrations and/or excavation damage associ-
ated with the outer tunnels where the sources were produced
has not been examined at this stage.

Figure 6a shows polarizations with the 24 conflicting data
points omitted. The number of observation points has been
doubled by assuming inversion symmetry along each ray-
path. Figure 6b shows the polarizations superimposed on the
model given in Figure 4b. Figure 6c shows the time delays
with the 24 conflicting data points omitted. The conflicting

.- data points were removed in an attempt to more accurately
display the time-delay pattern of the undisturbed rock mass.
Symmetric points were included because inversion symme-
try is valid if the data represents the undisturbed rock mass
and it results in a denser data set for contouring.

Comparing the pattern of time delays of Figure 6c with the
model in Figure 4b, there are some similarities in pattern
with the maximum normalized time delays generally
between 0 and 7 ps/m and the maximum time delays occur-
ring between dips of 40” and -40” with similar undulations
with azimuth. However, the observed time delays in Figure
6a show considerable scatter. This is expected to be because
the stress-induced effects of the Mine-by tunnel and the
outer tunnels are unlikely to be homogeneously distributed
in space. EDA  crack orientations (anisotropic symmetry),

controlled by the overall stress field, are likely to be compar-
atively homogeneous. The EDA  crack dimensions, particu-
larly the aspect ratios, are expected to vary with the stress
anomalies around the tunnels. The overall symmetry will
control the shear-wave polarizations, which Figures 5b  and
6b suggest has an overall consistency, but the varying crack
dimensions will have the largest effect on the time-delays
which display the expected scatter. It is also possible that
some of the time delays do not represent the undisturbed
rock mass. Very few anomalous points can greatly alter the
pattern to the contoured time-delay Plate Caree projection.
Note also the caution suggested in interpreting contoured
time delays in the discussion of Figure 5a.

Arguments  for EDA
Both data and model are preliminary, and many investiga-

tions are necessary for a more robust analysis. We suggest
that there is reasonable qualitative agreement between the
polarization data and the preliminary model. Many of the
discrepancies between data and model are at points near line
singularities where the polarization may change by up to 90”
for a small change in raypath  orientation, effective crack
aspect ratio or crack orientation (Wild and Crampin, 1991).
The line singularities in Figure 4 are where the theoretical
polarizations show an abrupt change of direction (Crampin,
1989.)

We suggest that the observed polarizations are consistent
with stress-aligned EDA  cracks aligned perpendicular to the
direction of minimum stress. Mineral fabric may also cause
anisotropy. There are three very weak fabrics of similar ori-
entation to 045/20.  There exists some mineral alignment of
biotite and hematite oriented 020/20  (R. Everitt, pers. notes),
faint gneissic banding oriented approximately 055/25  (Read
et al., 1992a,  1992b) and flow banding oriented approxi-
mately 040/30  (Read et al., 1992a,  1992b). Note, however,
that the match of data and model polarizations in Figures 5b
and 6b strongly indicates the presence of some form of
hexagonal symmetry and very few natural fabrics possess
sufficiently strong hexagonal symmetry to cause the
observed shear-wave splitting. [Fluid-filled cracks are a very
strong barrier to shear-wave propagation, so that compara-
tively weak concentrations of cracks can cause pronounced
shear-wave splitting (Crampin, 1993b).]  Consequently, we
suggest that it is unlikely that fabric is the dominating influ-
ence aligning shear-wave polarizations, although this will
need to be assessed in future investigations.

In addition, the fact that the stress anomaly around the
tunnel face, where there is expected to be a considerable con-
centration of stress, affects rays travelling in directions sub-
perpendicular to the tunnel’s axis suggests that cracking and
the stress-alignment of cracks is a dominating factor in deter-
mining the pattern of anisotropy. Polarizations corresponding
to raypaths travelling within 2 m of the cylindrical opening
of the tunnel, but not within 15 m of the face, are a reason-
able fit to the model. This suggests that the stress-anomaly or
excavation damage near the advancing face of the tunnel in
some sense mends once the tunnel has advanced further, so
that it causes less disturbance to the shear waves.
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The percentage of differential shear-wave anisotropy
assuming straight-line raypaths  ranged from 0% to 4.6%,
with an average of 1.2%. We have not recognized, in this
preliminary analysis, any clear correlation if percentage
anisotropy with the closest approach of the raypath to the
tunnel. The anisotropy along -a particular raypath will vary- .
with direction. For raypaths-where the polarization did not
conflict with the model, the maximum anisotropy was high
(4.6%),  as seen in the contour plot in Figure 6a. A range of
anisotropy of 1% to 5% is typical of shear-wave splitting
observed in a wide range of igneous, metamorphic and sedi-
mentary rocks in the crust (Crampin and Lovell, 199 1;
Crampin, 1993a).
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Fig. 6. (a) Polarizations measured from shear-wave splitting from the
first recording sequence displayed in Plate Caree projections for ray-
paths not directly obstructed by the Mine-by tunnel, with data conflict-
ing with the model (as specified in the text) omitted but with inversion
symmetry raypaths  added. (b) Polarization data from (a), above,
overlain on the Plate Caree projections of polarizations in Figure 4b.
(c) Contoured Plate Caree projection of time delays for the same
data set as described in Figure 6a.

DISCUSSION

This paper presents a preliminary report of the first study
of shear-wave splitting along raypaths  covering a compre-
hensive range of azimuths and angles of incidence in an ini-
tially homogeneous rock mass. There are many avenues of
investigation to pursue before final results can be estab-
lished, but the following six conclusions are unlikely to
change and are the justification for publication so soon after
the completion of the experiment.
1. Shear-wave splitting is clearly visible with 4.2 kHz sig-

nals (80-cm wavelengths) for the 107 azimuths and
angles of incidence through the intact homogenous gran-
ite rock mass.

2. There is qualitative agreement between approximately
80% of the raypaths  and the polarizations of the split
shear waves and three-dimensional patterns of polariza-
tions expected for distributions of thin parallel fluid-
filled microcracks (EDA  cracks) aligned perpendicular
to the minimum stress direction (strike N45”E and dip
2O”SW  from the horizontal). The degree of differential
shear-wave anisotropy of between 0% and 4.6% is simi-
lar to that observed in a wide range of geological forma-
tions elsewhere (Crampin, 1993a).
3. About 20% of the raypaths displayed polarizations

that did not agree with the model,  and of
these, three quarters can be attributed to effects of
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excavation damage around the tunnel, particularly
around the face of the tunnel. The remaining 5% have
not yet been interpreted.

4. The anisotropy observed may be due to a combination of
EDA and fabric anisotropy within the rock mass,
although the contribution of fabric anisotropy is likely to
be small.

5. The polarizations that did not agree with the model sug-
gest that stress anomalies and excavation damage are
more extensive around the face of the advancing tunnel
than around the cylindrical opening of the tunnel.

6. The sensitivity of shear waves and shear-wave splitting
to stress-induced changes to the in-situ rock mass has
been postulated and suggests there may be practical
industrial and commercial applications including the
monitoring of excavation damage and thermally induced
cracking within radioactive waste repositories (Crampin
and Lovell, 1991).

These results are preliminary and many further investiga-
tions are indicated. The high quality of source signals,
recording and known source-to-receiver geometry suggests
that this experiment has the potential to answer many unre-
solved questions about the behaviour of EDA cracks and
shear-wave splitting in crustal rocks, particularly the effects
of stress on the internal structure of hard brittle rock.

PRESENT WORK

A more robust analysis of this shear-wave experiment is
underway. Factors not considered in this study, such as the
effects of the outer tunnels, the angle of the raypath to the
source tunnel and examination of the quality 3 waveforms,
will be studied. An attempt to invert the data that will also
give a goodness-of-fit evaluation is underway. Most impor-
tantly, data from all 16 recording sequences will be exam-
ined, which should result in a much more detailed under-
standing of the effects of stress upon the rock mass and the
effects of the excavation.

REVISION OF THE EXTENT OF EXCAVATION DAMAGE

The extent of the excavation damage to the Mine-by tun-
nel suggested by the preliminary interpretation in the main
text must be revised. We have now examined repeated
source-to-accelerometer raypaths as the tunnel advances and
have developed a program to specify with greater precision
the distance and inclination of each source-to-accelerometer
raypath  from the Mine-by tunnel using coordinates of the
surveyed tunnel.

Signals along identical raypaths, which pass near to the
tunnel and are in some cases cut by the tunnel as it advances,
show very little change in the waveforms of the shear waves.
Thus, anomalies previously interpreted as being the result of
excavation damage around the face of the tunnel are due to
some other cause.

There are several possible reasons for the lack of change

of shear waveforms and shear-wave splitting around the
advancing tunnel:
1.

2.

3.

The effects of excavation damage on shear waves may be
too small to be observed by the comparatively unsophisti-
cated techniques used up to now. Reasonable estimates of
excavation damage, say an increase of 10% velocity
anisotropy over a distance of three metres, ought to cause
recognizable changes to a 4.2 kHz shear wave, if the
cracking due to excavation damage displays consistent
alignments. This could lead to a change of nearly half a
cycle in the shear-wave signal (5 sample points at the
50 kHz sampling rate). The consistency of the shear
waves suggests that excavation damage causes changes of
less than a 1 sample (2% change in velocity anisotropy)
but this needs to be investigated further. If the alignments
are not consistent, as seems probable, the effects would be
smaller.
Body waves, including split shear waves, travel along
minimum-time paths. Waves that would be slowed
through a damaged volume will tend to take wider ray-
paths through faster undamaged rock to compensate for
the slower speeds. If the excavation damage is small in
volume, it is possible that such compensation is sufficient
to hide any change caused by the damage, particularly as
the path of the slower split shear wave is likely to com-
pensate so as to keep the change in the time delay
between the split shear waves small.
Combinations of the effects of items 1 and 2, above, are
also possible and would be difficult to resolve.
More sophisticated techniques to identify the effects of

excavation damage are now being developed. Note that, with
the exception of the extent of the excavation damage, the
analysis and conclusions in the remainder of the paper are
unchanged.
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